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Bridging Borders in Healthcare
Designing a decision aid for internationalization of FocusCura

FocusCura is not always making well 
substantiated decisions about taking 
steps abroad. The company knows 
the Dutch healthcare market very 
well, while foreign markets are very 

unknown. They want to gather information about 
a certain foreign market and structure it to make 
a more validated decision about starting business 
there. There is a need for a strategic design in the 
form of a decision aid to support their business 
development department (BDD).

The decision aid consists of 
two elements. The market-entry 
canvas is a five-step approach to 
make a validated and structured 
foreign market-entry decision. The 

market-entry cards inspire foreign market-entry 
researchers and support their research. These two 
elements make sure a decision model can be filled 
out, that follows an internationalization process.

A decision aid solves the problem, 
because it is a tool that uses models 
to clarify elements of a question of 
stakeholders in a decision process, 
with respect to their objectives and 

value system. The result is a recommendation that 
shows consistency in the evolution of the process. 
It uses models to do so.

Step 2 | Country

Step 3 | Market

Step 4 | Market-Company

Step 5 | Company

Step 1 | Preparation
Determinants Models Categories Decision

- Demographic
- Economic
- Social-cultural
- Technological
- Ecological
- Political
- Cultural
- Administrative
- Geographic
- Economic
- Power distance
- Individualism
- Masculinity
- Uncertainty avoidance
- Long-term orientation
- Indulgence
- User profile
- Context
- Goals, values, motivation
- Stages
- Doing
- Thinking
- Feeling
- Pain points and highlights
- Opportunities
- Evidence
- Threat of new entry
- Supplier power
- Buyer power
- Threat of substitution
- Competitive rivalry
- Strengths
- Weaknesses
- Opportunities
- Threats
- Market size 
- Market share
- Market growth
- Marketing ability and capacity
- Buying power of customers 
- Products fit to market demands
- Market seasons and fluctuations 
- Price
- Average industry margin 
- Contribution margin
- Competitive conditions
- Image
- Market prohibitive conditions
- Technology position
- Government regulations
- Product quality
- Infrastructure 
- Market support
- Economic and political stability 
- Quality of distributors and service
- Psychic distance
- Financial resources
- Access to distribution channels  
- Product and service
- Gain creators
- Pain relievers
- Customer jobs
- Gains
- Pains
- Value proposition
- Customer relationships
- Channels
- Customer segments
- Key activities
- Key resources
- Key partners
- Cost structure
- Revenue streams
- Structure
- Strategy
- Systems
- Skills
- Sta�
- Style
- Superordinate goals
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Shows factors influencing the external (macro) environment of a company.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants 

Identifies di�erences or distances between countries.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants

Helps understand competitive forces within an industry.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants

Gives insights into di�erences between (country) cultures.
1. Collect info > 2. Draw bar charts > 3. Discuss and score determinants

Helps understand a companies’ internal strengths and weaknesses and the external opportunities and threats.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants

Identifies market opportunities in a companies’ business portfolio.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions in table > 3. Discuss and score determinants > 4. Visualize result in matrix

Helps understand customer needs in relation to a product/service o�ering.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants

Shows the alignment of performance factors within a company.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss alignment and score determinants 

Gives an overview of a certain customer group, what their motives are and what opportunities that brings.
1. Collect info > 2. Note persona details in the top beam > 3. Note the journey stages and make vertical frames > 4. Map customer journey by filling out the determinants > 5. Discuss and score determinants

Describes a companies’ business model.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss and score determinants 
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Decision model

Gives a visualized overview of the elements of a market-entry decision.
1. Choose decision method > 2. Note decision method, reference and legend > 3 Collect scores from models  > 4. Fill out decision model

Market-entry canvas Date: ....................Country: .............................. Market: .............................. Company: ..............................

Learnings

Goal: Discover if a particular country meets the companies’ requirements for entry. 

1. Complete the models
2. Discuss the findings in a group of stakeholders
3. Score the conclusions per determinant according to the chosen decision method
4. Score each model based on the determinants
5. Score the country based on the models, and if negative, discuss whether to continue to the next step
6. Note the new knowledge, new network relations and most important considerations below
7. Fill out the score in the decision model, and repeat point 6 and 7 of step 1 

Goal: Meet all conditions to start using the market-entry canvas

1. Fill out the country, market, company and date of the first edit at the top
2. Get the relevant internationalization stakeholders together
3. Discuss the process of making a market-entry decision and get everyone involved
4. Discuss the decision method: What way to evaluate the criteria? What will be the reference? 
5. Note the discussion result at the decision model, draw a legend of the chosen decision method
6. Prepare for next step by assigning the data collection tasks (divide the market-entry cards for inspiration)
7. Set a deadline for completing the next step

Decision method

Reference

Legend

Relationships

Notes

Main considerations

Learnings

Goal: Discover if a particular market meets the companies’ requirements for entry. 

1. Complete the models
2. Discuss the findings in a group of stakeholders
3. Score the conclusions per determinant according to the chosen decision method
4. Score each model based on the determinants
5. Score the market based on the models, and if negative, discuss whether to continue to the next step
6. Note the new knowledge, new network relations and most important considerations below
7. Fill out the score in the decision model, and repeat point 6 and 7 of step 1

Relationships

Main considerations

Learnings

Goal: Discover if there is market-company fit. 

1. Complete the models
2. Discuss the findings in a group of stakeholders
3. Score the conclusions per determinant according to the chosen decision method
4. Score each model based on the determinants
5. Score the fit based on the models, and if negative, discuss whether to continue to the next step
6. Note the new knowledge, new network relations and most important considerations below
7. Fill out the score in the decision model, and repeat point 6 and 7 of step 1

Relationships

Main considerations

Learnings

Goal: Discover if the company conditions are suited for a foreign market entry. 

1. Complete the models
2. Discuss the findings in a group of stakeholders
3. Score the conclusions per determinant according to the chosen decision method
4. Score each model based on the determinants
5. Score the conditions based on the models, and if negative, discuss the outcome
6. Note the new knowledge, new network relations and most important considerations below
7. Fill out the score in the decision model, and make the market-entry decision

Relationships

Main considerations
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Shows the alignment of performance factors within a company.
1. Collect info > 2. Note conclusions > 3. Discuss alignment and score determinants 

Company

Strategy:

7S model

• Goals
• Actions
• Means to achieving strategy
• Short-term
• Long-term

Inspiration:
• Mission statements

Step 5 | Company

Learnings

Goal: Discover if the company conditions are suited for a foreign market entry. 

1. Complete the models
2. Discuss the findings in a group of stakeholders
3. Score the conclusions per determinant according to the chosen decision method
4. Score each model based on the determinants
5. Score the conditions based on the models, and if negative, discuss the outcome
6. Note the new knowledge, new network relations and most important considerations below
7. Fill out the score in the decision model, and make the market-entry decision

Relationships

Main considerations

Determinants Models Categories Decision
- Demographic
- Economic
- Social-cultural
- Technological
- Ecological
- Political
- Cultural
- Administrative
- Geographic
- Economic
- Power distance
- Individualism
- Masculinity
- Uncertainty avoidance
- Long-term orientation
- Indulgence
- User profile
- Context
- Goals, values, motivation
- Stages
- Doing
- Thinking
- Feeling
- Pain points and highlights
- Opportunities
- Evidence
- Threat of new entry
- Supplier power
- Buyer power
- Threat of substitution
- Competitive rivalry
- Strengths
- Weaknesses
- Opportunities
- Threats
- Market size 
- Market share
- Market growth
- Marketing ability and capacity
- Buying power of customers 
- Products fit to market demands
- Market seasons and fluctuations 
- Price
- Average industry margin 
- Contribution margin
- Competitive conditions
- Image
- Market prohibitive conditions
- Technology position
- Government regulations
- Product quality
- Infrastructure 
- Market support
- Economic and political stability 
- Quality of distributors and service
- Psychic distance
- Financial resources
- Access to distribution channels  
- Product and service
- Gain creators
- Pain relievers
- Customer jobs
- Gains
- Pains
- Value proposition
- Customer relationships
- Channels
- Customer segments
- Key activities
- Key resources
- Key partners
- Cost structure
- Revenue streams
- Structure
- Strategy
- Systems
- Skills
- Sta�
- Style
- Superordinate goals
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Decision model

Gives a visualized overview of the elements of a market-entry decision.
1. Choose decision method > 2. Note decision method, reference and legend > 3 Collect scores from models  > 4. Fill out decision model

Decision method

Reference

Legend

Title: Market-entry canvas
Logo and name of the decision

aid tool on the top-left corner for
easy communication 

Market-entry cards
Cards to inspire foreign market-entry 
researchers and support their research

Date
The data found is often
time-depedent, so with
the date of the first edit
on the canvas, this can 
always be traced back 

Market-entry canvas
Five-step approach to make a validated and

structured foreign market-entry decision

Country, market, company
Place to fill out the research
specifications to make the
scope concrete 

Name
Located at the top

Determinant
Located at the top (left)

of its place in the model

Score box and category
Located at the right of a

determinant is a box to note
the score, and a logo to see

which category it belongs to

Model
Squared places with pre-drawn

outlines of 11 particular models to
make filling out easy. Clear framework

in FocusCura colors and gray
lines to encourage writing

Explanation
Shows model goal and steps

to complete it. At the right is a
square box to score the model

Card
80 di�erent cards, printed

on 88x56mm, 200g, white paper.
Simple and clear squared design

in FocusCura colors for quick recognition.
One title card and one explanation card added

Step 1 - Preparation
Seven-step instruction to meet all

conditions to start using the canvas.
Square frame to leave general notes

on the canvas

Step 2 - Country
Seven-step instruction to discover

if a particular country meets the
companies’ requirements for entry

Step 3 - Market
Seven-step instruction to discover

if a particular market meets the
companies’ requirements for entry

Step 4 - Market-company
Seven-step instruction to discover

if there is market-company fit

Step 5 - Company
Seven-step instruction to discover

if the company conditions are suited
for a foreign market entry

Category
Category and corresponding

logo at the top for quick
recognition

Arrows
Gray downward arrows 
highlight the direction 
of the canvas use
 

Background color
Subtle shades frame the 
models that belong together, 
from light blue to darker blue

Determinant
Research subject located at the top
of a frame with a bullet-point list of
factors influencing the determinant

Inspiration
Directions for where to find

research information

Model
The model the determinant

belongs to

Canvas
Single A1 regular paper
print. In FocusCura colors
with large white spaces for
an open appearance 

Decision model
Specially developed for this

purpose, when completed, this model
shows an overview of the reasononing

behind the market-entry decision

Decision method
Place to note a chosen decision method

and its reference, and to draw a legend

Tree
Shows relation of
determinants with
models, with
categories, with
the final decision

Score box
Square box
to note the
scores in

Step header
With title, category logo and score box

List of steps
Square frame with goal and
the steps to take

Changes
Frames to note the most important
learnings and relationships made in
this step

Main considerations
Place to note the most important
reasons and discussion behind the
scores in that step

? ?

4x

? ?

Market-entry
question to BDD

BDD plans session
to answer question

BDD makes
a final decision

BDD communicates
the final decision

BDD divides
research tasks

Performs market-
entry research

Documents
the research

Brings results
to session

BDD notes, discusses
and scores results

6. I go with your advice, I
take a small grain cookie

5. Considering size, 
ingredients and taste, I 
recommend a small 

grain cookie 

Questioner Answerer

3. I want a tasty cookie
that is not bad for my

health

2. What kind of cookie
do you want? 

1. I want to have
a cookie

4. I use models for ‘Y’
to dermine the best

option with your
criteria 

What

Why

How


